Spectralink PIVOT:SC Handset Accessories
Cost-effective and flexible solutions

Spectralink PIVOT:SC (8744) Wi-Fi handset provides a cost-effective, highly secure and reliable solution that helps improve employee productivity, mobility, reaction time and personal safety – with additional interoperability only available from a Wi-Fi solution.

With accessories, you can maximize the capabilities of your PIVOT Solution – all of which, are available on the Cisco Global Price List and in the Cisco Marketplace.

PIVOT:SC (8744) BATTERY, CHARGING AND CONNECTION

**Standard Battery, Black**
- The standard PIVOT:SC Battery offers up to 8 hours of talk time, and the battery is easy to access and replace for charging. Ideal for 24 hour shift management.
- Note: Though the handsets come in blue and black, all PIVOT:SC batteries are black.

**Micro USB Universal Power Supply**
- The dedicated Micro USB charger quickly and efficiently charges your Spectralink device.
- The charger comes with a long 1.8M cord and outputs 5V and 1.5A to the Micro USB connection.

**Quick Network Connect Tool (QNC)**
- The QNC is a small, easy to carry stand-alone unit that uses an interactive “soft wizard” that presents the administrator with a sequence of dialog boxes that leads them through a series of well defined steps, providing connectivity to the handsets.
Learn More
Learn what Spectralink wireless telephones, in partnership with Cisco®, can do for your organisation. Visit us at spectralinkplus.com or call your Spectralink representative.

Pocket Clip
- Lightweight clip that snaps on the top of the PIVOT:SC to hold the smartphone firmly on your belt or in a pocket.
- The clip has openings so the camera and flash remain fully functional.

Holster Style Case
- The black synthetic leather holster style case featuring ratcheting belt clip and top flap with Velcro fastener to hold the smartphone when not in use.
- Note: The use of harsh chemical cleaning agents is not recommended for this accessory.

Fitted Case
- Form fitted black synthetic leather case with access to the phone screen, buttons, headset jack and USB port.
- Case features a ratcheting belt clip for comfortable adjustment.
- Note: The use of harsh chemical cleaning agents is not recommended for this accessory.

10-pack Screen Protectors
- Tempered glass screen shield provides additional scratch and smudge protection of the PIVOT:SC screen.
- Includes screen protector, installation kit, and installation instructions.